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On the other hand, for any permutation g of the set of indices {2, 3,..., p}9
the inductive hypothesis yields
D*-y(*) • fc(2), *,(3), ..-, *,(p)) = D^1/^) 'fa,**,-'•>*,)
and taking the first derivative of both sides (where the tt are fixed), we
obtain
(8.12.4.2)   Dp/(x) • (tl9 f,(2), ..., *,<,)) = Dpf(x) • fo, /2, ..., /,).
Combining (8.12.4.1) and (8.12.4.2) we first see that Dpf(x) - (ti9 *2, --.,/„)
does not change when the index 1 is exchanged with any other index, and
also when any two of the indices ^2 are exchanged; but these transposi-
tions generate any permutation of the indices 1, 2,...,/?. Q.E.D.
(8.12.5)   Iff is m times differentiable and Dmf is n times differentiable in A,
then f is m + n times differentiable in A, and Dm+nf= D"(Dm/).
This is the definition when n = 1, and is proved immediately by induction
on n, applying the definition.
(8.12.6) Suppose f= (/1?... ,/m) is a continuous mapping of an open subset A
of E into a product ¥i x • • • x Fm of Banach spaces. In order that f be p
times differentiable in A, // is necessary and sufficient that each f{ be p times
differentiable in A, and then Dp/= (Dp/1?..., DP/J.
This follows from (8.1.5) by induction on p.
(8.12.7) Let A be an open set in R" (resp. C1); if a mapping/ 'of 'A into a Banach
space F is p times differentiable, then, for tt = (fy) (1 < / </?, 1 <jf < n)
we have
Dp/(x)-01;...,g=      X      Dy.E^-"^/^,.;.^-"*
O'lt J2, -m Jp)
the sum being extended to all np distinct sequences (Jk)i<k<p of integers from
This is immediately proved by induction on p9 using Section 8.10. The rf
elements DJtDJ2 - - - Djpf(x) are called the partial derivatives of order p off
at x; any two which differ only by a permutation of the indices are equal
by (8.12.4). We say that / is p times continuously differentiable in A if Dpf
exists and is continuous in A.

